In this paper we introduced a novel model of quantum transistor based on coupled quantum oscillators devoted to linear optical quantum information processing tasks. To this end, we show how a single quantum oscillator can be used as a quantum switch, where its energy gap could work as an adjustable potential barrier to block or allow quantum information current from source to the drain. We argue about how such device could be useful for implementing high fidelity single-qubit phase-shift gates, as well as a two-qubit control-Z gate. To end, we study the performance of coupled-oscillators-based quantum transistors against decohering reservoir. From numerical calculations, we conclude that the high fidelities of our transistor can be kept for a large range of the parameters associated with the decohering environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Providing small devices that operate in quantum regime, keeping high robustness against decoherence effects, is of great interest in quantum computing and information processing. Motivated by the important role played by transistors in classical devices, we can think how a quantum version of such electronic components could help us to achieve significant advances in quantum information processing. In addition, a motivation for designing a quantum transistor is associated with its applicability to quantum computation, as shown in context of adiabatic quantum computation [1] , where fault-tolerant universal quantum computation can efficiently be achieved if we can build a "adiabatic quantum transistor". In addition, quantum transistors have been studied in scenario of adiabatic quantum computation [1, 2] , spin chain [3, 4] , ultra-cold atoms [5] [6] [7] and among others systems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In classical devices, a transistor can be used as a switch for blocking or transferring classical information (electric current) from some source to a drain. Thus, to design a quantum transistor we could focus on performance of the quantum switch and how we can efficiently simulate it. However, due the no-clone theorem [14] , a quantum transistor cannot copy an arbitrary quantum information encoded in source, as a genuinely classical transistor does with classical information. Therefore, to design a quantum transistor we need to study transference of quantum information in particle systems (quantum bits -qubits). Such method has been applied to design quantum transistors in different situations [1] [2] [3] [4] 15] .
In this paper we introduce a model of quantum transistor that can be useful for linear optical quantum information processing. To this end, we consider a three-coupled quantum oscillator and we study how it can works as a quantum transistor. We demonstrate that the quantum information blockade performance of our transistor is associated with the gap between energy levels of a single oscillator (the gate oscillator). In this sense, our transistor is a genuine quantum one. When the gate is opened for transferring quantum information, one can show that the angular frequency of the oscillators could * Electronic address: ac santos@id.uff.br FIG. 1: Schematic representation of a three coupled quantum oscillators system. The gate and drain are initialized in vacuum state, while the quantum information is encoded in source oscillator. To closed the gate, we need to increase the gap of the gate oscillator. Throughout this paper the subscripts "s", "g" and "d" represents the source, gate and drain, respectively. be changed in order to implement single or controlled phaseshift quantum gates. To end, we study the robustness against decoherence of our model.
II. THE QUANTUM TRANSISTOR
Any novel proposal of quantum transistor should be composed by three fundamental parts: source, gate and drain. If we wish to use it in quantum computation, the source and drain would be composed by two level systems (qubits), while the gate is a quantum channel (comprising one or more qubits) that connects the source to drain. As shown in Fig. 1 , in this paper we will consider a three-coupled quantum oscillator system, where each oscillator is used as a transistor component. In addition, the Hamiltonian that describes the dynamics of this system is written as
where ω n sets the spectrum energy of the n-th oscillator, λ mn is the interaction between m-th oscillator and n-th one, and a † m (a n ) is the creation (annihilation) operator. To argue about how our quantum transistor works, firstly will show how we can block or transfer quantum information with our system. Because a quantum transistor should be able to control quantum information, otherwise we could use a classical tran-
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sistor, we will consider our study assuming that the information |ψ is encoded into a quantum bit. Initially, it is given an arbitrary (unknown) information |ψ encoded in the source qubit, whereas the rest of the system is in vacuum state |0 . In this way, the initial state of the whole system is |ψ s |0 g |0 d . Naturally, if we have non-zero coupling between the oscillators, the unknown information |ψ will flow from source to the drain oscillator at transference time t = τ t [16] [17] [18] . The challenge of building an quantum transistor is achieved when we use a same parameter (associated to the system) for allowing or blocking such transference. If we are able to made on and off the coupling between source and gate oscillators, this task is completed. However, it is trivial and we are interested in non-trivial situations. Instead of using trivial actions, our quantum transistor makes use of our ability to increase/decrease the gap between energy levels of the oscillator that simulates the gate of our device.
Before discuss about how our transistor works, here we will set the parameters in (1) as ω 1 = ω 3 = ω, ω 2 = ω + ∆ and λ 12(21) = λ 23(32) = λ. By writing the evolved state as |Ψ(t) = U(t)|ψ s |0 g |0 d , where U(t) = e − i Ht , we used the Hamiltonian symmetries in order to write (here |ψ s = α|0 s + βe iθ |1 s , for α, β, θ ∈ R)
in such way that the probabilities p s (t) and p d (t) for finding the information in source and drain qubit are, respectively, given by
Therefore, now we are able to argue about blockade and transference characteristics of our quantum device.
A. Blocking quantum information
From (3) it is possible to see that p s (t) = 1 if, and only if the matrix element u 100 100 (t) = s 1| g 0| d 0|U(t)|1 s |0 g |0 d = 1. By computing u 100 100 (t) we find u 100 100 (t) = [1 + Γ(t)]e −iωt /2, where
where Σ = √ ∆ 2 + 8λ 2 . Thus, if we consider the case in which ∆ λ, we use this limit in the above equation and we find Γ(t) ≈ 1, consequently, u 100 100 (t) ≈ e −iωt . To understand this term in (3), let us write the evolved state in regime
It shows that the information is kept in source, however, a local timedependent phase arises. This phase could lead to values of 0 ≤ p s (t) ≤ 1.0, but this does not mean that the information will flow from source to drain (or destroyed). In conclusion, the performance of our model is not affected by such undesired phase. Moreover, if we let the system evolves for indefinite time, whenever t = τ r = 2nπ/ω, where n ∈ Z + , we exactly get the input state |ψ encoded in source qubit. We call τ r recurrence time. As we shall see, this undesired phase becomes desired if we wish to use our device to implement quantum gates.
Therefore, by using this system, it is possible to use the parameter ∆ in order to block quantum information for indefinite time. Once the blockade situation is constrained to our ability of guaranteeing that ∆ λ, our model can efficiently be implemented by using quantum dot-cavity systems [19, 20] , coupled-cavity array [21] [22] [23] , bosonic lattice systems [24, 25] or could atoms [26] , for example.
B. Transferring quantum information
In general, it is reasonable to think that the transistor gate shape (opened or closed) should be controlled adjusting a same physical parameter. On the contrary, we need to manipulate a set of parameters for achieving this task. Thus, since we have used ∆ to close the gate, we need to show how this same parameter could be used to open it (the gate). In others words, from (4), we should argue about how ∆ allow us to obtain p d (t) = 1. As before, such goal is fulfilled if u 
Summarizing, the condition u 100 001 (t) = 1 is obtained if we impose e −iωt = −1 and tλ/ √ 2 = (n + 2 )π (n ∈ Z + ). The second imposition gives us the transference time, so that the shortest one is given by t = τ t = π/ √ 2λ. On the other hand, the first condition is not a constrain on the time τ t , but it is associated with conditional values of ω, in which it needs to assume ωτ t = (2n + 1)π. In conclusion, the transference is achieved at t = τ t = π/ √ 2λ when we put ω = λ √ 2 and we write
It is important to mention that the imposition on ω for transference phenomenon will affects the recurrence time τ r . Therefore, using the relations ωτ t = (2n + 1)π and τ r = 2nπ/ω we obtain a relation between this two quantities as τ r /τ t = 2n/(2n + 1).
III. APPLICATION TO QUANTUM COMPUTATION
In general, the conditions previously discussed (for transference and blockade of quantum information) lead us to think about what happens if we ignore them. As we shall show in this section, by violating these condition we can implement phase-shift quantum gates. In particular, we are interested in a situation where we simultaneously transfer the information and we apply a quantum gate, so that we will set ∆ = 0 throughout this section.
A. Single qubit phase shift gates
Phase shift gates R(φ) are single qubit gates that can be combined to others single-and two-qubit gates to provide an universal set of quantum gates [27, 28] . Given any input state |ψ = α|0 + βe iθ |1 , after the operation of R(φ), the output is |ψ (φ) = R(φ)|ψ = α|0 + βe i(θ+φ) |1 , for any real φ. In order to show how our quantum transistor allow us to implement this gate, let us consider the input state of the whole system as |ψ s |0 g |0 d , so that, at the instant t = τ t , the output state should be given by |0 s |0 g [R(φ)]|ψ d .
By solving the (2) and taking the evolved state at the instant t = τ t = π/(λ √ 2) (when the transference process is concluded) we get the output state
where the output state |ψ (φ) for some φ is efficiently obtained by setting ω = ω φ = √ 2λ(π − φ)/π. Therefore, for any φ one could find a respective value of ω φ that implements R(φ). On the other hand, because in the real world we have ω φ > 0, we need to take into account the situation where φ > π. Without loss of generality, in these cases we find some φ < 0 in which the same output would be yielded. For instance, consider the particular phase gate with φ = 3π/2 that leads |1 to −i|1 , while |0 is kept unchanged. This output state can be exactly achieved when we consider φ = −π/2. As a second example, the phase gate Z is implemented with φ = −π, where ω Z = ω −π = 2 √ 2λ.
B. Controlled Z-Pauli gate (CZ gate)
So far we have considered the system input state as |ψ s |0 g |0 d . However, we realized that if we change the input state and consider |ψ s |1 g |0 d , the (8) becomes
where we putted ω = λ √ 2 (where no gate is applied). Even in this situation, a local phase shift of π arises in output state. Remembering that in situation where the input state was |ψ s |0 g |0 d , when we got |0 s |0 g |ψ d , and take into account the above equation, we conclude that the gate qubit state could work as a control for introducing a relative phase of π in the unknown input state. This characteristic looks like the action of a controlled Z-Pauli gate (CZ gate), where an arbitrary state is taken from |ψ = α|0 + β|1 to |ψ = Z|ψ = α|0 − β|1 whenever the control qubit state is |1 , otherwise nothing is done. In order to see that we can implement the CZ gate, let us consider the input state of whole system as |ψ 2 s |ψ 1 g |0 d . Thus, at t = τ t , we find (up to a global phase)
where the last equation is obtained from (7) and (9) . Thus, as shown above, if we want to implement a CZ gate on -gate (φ = π/4). In addition, we adopt the performance for different thermal reservoirs. The average for obtaining F (τ t ) was done over N = 100 random input states and the physical parameters was considered as λ = 50 MHz and ω dependent on the gate to be implemented as ω =
state |ψ 2 controlled by |ψ 1 , we need to start the system as |ψ 2 s |ψ 1 g |0 d , where the evolved state at t = τ t will be |0 s [CZ|ψ 1 g |ψ 2 d ].
IV. PERFORMANCE AGAINST DECOHERENCE
To study the performance of our model of quantum quantum transistor against decoherence effects, let us consider that our system is coupled to dissipative reservoirs so that the Lindblad equation [29] , for weak coupling regime, reads as [18, 30] 
with
where L se [•] is associated with spontaneous emission effects and L th [•] is considered to take into account the contact with a thermal reservoir at temperature T . Here γ i is the emission rate of the ith oscillator,n i is the average number of thermal photons in i-th thermal reservoir that is computed from Planck distribution asn = 1/(e hν/k B T − 1), where ν is the photon frequency, k B is Boltzmann's constant.
The fidelity of the dynamics is quantified here from the Bures metric [31] that reads as F (t) = ψ tar |ρ(t)|ψ tar , where |ψ tar is the target (desired) state and ρ(t) is solution of the (11) . The merit of this metric has been highlighted in different applications in quantum information and quantum de-vices [4, 27, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Thus, in this paper we have the transference fidelity is obtained by putting |ψ tar = |0 s |0 g |ψ d .
In addition, to argue about the performance of our model for any input state, we numerically solve the Eqs. (12) and (13) for several input state |ψ . To this, we generated N random states |ψ n = α n | ↑ + β n e iθ n | ↓ and we computed the fidelity F n (t), for each dynamics. Then, the fidelity F (t) shown in Figs. 2 is given by an average over N random input states, i.e., F (t) = (1/N) N n=1 F n (t). In Figs. 2 we show the fidelity F (τ t ) (at instant t = τ t ) as function of γ for transference (graph 2-a) and a set of single qubit quantum phase shift gates (graphs 2-b, 2-c and 2-d), where we consider identical reservoirs, so that γ i = γ and n i =n. In order to give an study near to experimental reality, the values of quantityn was chosen according to that obtained for reasonable high Q-factor cavities [39] [40] [41] . Our numerical results suggest that the most drastic effects on our transistor is due thermal effects. However, within a range of values γ (for a fixedn), our model presents high fidelity for both transference and implementation of phase shift single quantum gates.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced a model of quantum transistor based on coupled quantum oscillators. We believe it can be a useful device for quantum information processing with optical devices experimentally implemented with quantum cavities, for example. Our model explores the energy gap of a single oscillators as a potential barrier for allowing or blocking the transference of quantum information from source to the drain. In this sense, the gate oscillator can be view as a quantum switch for quantum information currents. Besides block or transfer quantum information, the transistor proposed here can be used to apply single and controlled quantum gates, when the angular frequency of the oscillators can be adequately adjusted. By considering the coupling of the system to a thermal reservoir, the performance of the transistor is dictated by the parameters of the environment, namely, the average number of photonsn and emission rate γ. As expected, the system is strongly affected as the parametern continues to grow. However, we can keep high fidelity transferences (as well as phaseshift gate implementation) for cavities with low emission rate γ.
Throughout this paper we have adopted a device that can be applied to short-range communication. However, it is reasonable to believe that our model could be extended to provide long-range communication, where a growth in the number of quantum oscillators would be required. Because this extended model could efficiently be implemented by using different physical systems [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , this theoretical and experimental study will be considered in future researches. In addition, we believe our proposal opens perspectives for development of others schemes of optical quantum transistors, or more complex optical devices derived from it.
